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A B S T R A C T

Ecoflex silicone rubbers, served as the polymeric components of flexible electronic devices, actuators, energy
converters, etc., are subjected to repetitive loadings during their service lives. The resulting stress softening
and stress recovery phenomena can impose complicated impacts on their actual performances. Therefore, the
importance of a better understanding of these phenomena needs to be stressed. In this contribution, we focus
on the stress recovery behaviour of the Ecoflex silicone rubber in consideration of time and temperature
dependences. Our findings show the time–temperature equivalence of the stress recovery behaviour. Based
on the experimental study, a constitutive model is developed at finite strains using the Time–Temperature
Superposition (TTS) principle to capture both the time and temperature dependences of the stress recovery
behaviour of Ecoflex.
. Introduction

Silicone polymers have intense applications in biomechanical sci-
nce thanks to their bio-medical friendly properties such as non-
oxicity, non-reactiveness, and bio-compatibility [1]. These properties
educe the risk of human tissue rejection and inflammation, making
ilicone ideal for the use in mechanobiological equipment [2]. Fur-
hermore, the high stretchability and durability of silicone polymers
rovide a mechanical compliance matching biological tissues such
s human skin [3,4], which facilitates their employment in fields
ncluding cushioning, prosthetics [5], synthetic vascular grafts [6], and
oft sensors [7–9]. Among different silicone rubbers, the commercially
vailable dielectric silicone rubber Ecoflex™ series (Smooth-On, USA)
as been frequently used in wearable flexible strain sensor for epi-
ermal electrical systems [6,10–14]. Other applications include soft
obotics [15–18], insulations for electric power devices [6,19], flexible
nergy harvester [20–22], etc.

During the operation of these applications, repetitive loadings on
he silicone components cause stress softening, i.e., the Mullins ef-
ect, and afterwards, stress recovery behaviour. Such effects intro-
uce changes in mechanical behaviour that can affect material per-
ormances during their service lives, which necessitates a comprehen-
ive understanding of stress softening and stress recovery phenomena.
ullins [23] discovered that when filled rubbers are re-stretched to
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the same maximum strain, the overall stress level drops significantly
lower than the pre-stretched path, while the peak stress points of both
stretches are close to each other. This behaviour, which is known as
stress softening or the Mullins effect, has been extensively studied
through experiments [17,24–27] and constitutive modellings [28–35].
In our previous studies [36,37], we also clearly observed and sub-
sequently characterised the stress softening behaviour in the Ecoflex
polymer series.

It is worth noting that the stress softening is completely or partially
reversible for many filler polymers. This phenomenon is called stress
recovery. As discovered by Mullins [23], after annealing the stretched
or softened filled rubber samples at various annealing temperatures
and times, the stress levels recovered to varying extents, and stress
softening can be observed again in the subsequent stretch cycles. This
suggests that stress recovery is a time- and temperature-dependent
process. Rigbi [38] reported a partial recovery in the reloading pro-
cess of carbon-black-filled rubbers at room temperature four weeks
following the first cycle. Yan et al. [39] observed a complete stress
recovery of the nanoparticle-filled PDMS polymer that was subjected
to a simple shear loading. The recovery has also been observed by
Zheng et al. [40] in the tough gels at a faster rate than in filled
rubbers. Our previous study [41] also observed the stress recovery
behaviour at ambient temperature with a variety of Shore hardnesses
and deformation modes. Mullins found that the stress recovery is
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slow at the ambient temperature, while it is accelerated significantly
at elevated annealing temperatures [23]. According to Laraba-Abbes
et al. [42], carbon-black filled natural rubbers underwent a complete
recovery after a 95 ◦C annealing for two days. As reported by Diani
et al. [43], carbon-black filled styrene-butadiene-rubbers (SBR) also
recovered completely after 17-hour annealing at 80 ◦C. Amin et al. [44]
found that there is a threshold temperature for the full recovery of
filler-reinforced natural rubber/polybutadiene rubber blends. Plagge
and Klüppel [45] discovered temperature-induced stress recovery in
a strain-crystallising natural rubber (NR) and various non-crystallising
rubbers (such as ethylene-propylene-diene (EPDM), hydrated-nitrile-
butadiene rubber (HNBR), and SBR) with various filler concentrations
of carbon black or silica. Harwood and Payne [24] discovered that
swelling natural rubber in solvents also enables its stress recovery.

Extensive research on stress softening and stress recovery in the
literature draws various conclusions about the microscopic mechanisms
of these two successive behaviours. There are some common points of
views [1,43,46–48]:

1. chain scission, cross-link or physical bond breakage,
2. disentanglement,
3. agglomerate fracture of the filler domain,
4. filler-rubber dissociating and re-associating interactions, and
5. the combination of above.

For example, some studies adopted the limiting chain extensibility
theory, i.e., bonds breaking [49–53] while Mullins’ [23] work showed
a different scenarios. According to his investigation, the existence of
fillers was found to increase the stiffness, electric conductivity, and
power factor. These properties were observed to decrease after the
specimen was flexed or stretched and tended to recover to the initial
state at a faster rate at a higher temperature. Accordingly, it is con-
cluded that the breakdown of agglomerates and chains of filler particles
is responsible for the stress softening, while the stress recovery is
attributed to the re-adsorption of the filler particles. Other studies also
found correlations between the filler-matrix interactions and the stress
softening and stress recovery behaviours. For instance, Blanchard and
Parkinson [54] suggested that the shear modulus degradation is due
to the crosslinks decreasing when filler-rubber linkages break. Drozdov
and Dorfmann [55] also correlated stress softening with crystallisation
in the filler-rubber interaction region. Yan et al. [39] suggested that
the re-establishment of the filler-network structures, such as filler-chain
reconnection and the formation of new entanglements, contributes
to stress recovery. These filler-rubber dissociating and re-associating
interactions of filler reinforced polymers are the main sources of the
stress softening and the stress recovery, respectively. This has been
supported by swelling tests [48,56], where the results showed that no
significant cross-link or chain breaks after stretching. The diversified
explanation shows that the actual micro-mechanism of the Mullins
effect is complex and remains controversial since in situ observation
of the microstructure evolution is technically difficult at present.

Regardless of extensive experimental research on the stress soften-
ing and stress recovery behaviours, only a few studies develop con-
stitutive models to characterise stress recovery after stress softening.
Drozdov and Dorfmann [55] developed a constitutive model combining
a permanent network and a temporary network in a composite manner.
They characterised the stress softening and stress recovery behaviours
by depicting the temporary networks with a rate of breakage function
and a rate of reformation function of junctions, both of which are
dependent on time and the energy of breakage. The calibration of the
experimental data was carried out separately on pre-stretch and re-
stretches. De Tommasi et al. [50–53,57] developed micromechanical
models to describe stress softening and stress recovery behaviours of
rubbery materials. They assumed that a polymer system is composed
of a series of elastic chains as well as breakable chains. The breakable
chains activate and fracture (or transform phase) at certain total strain

levels following certain distributions. The stresses of all the activated

2

chains contribute to the total stress response. In their framework, the
breakage or transformation of chains causes stress softening. They
further assume that when the polymer is unloaded to a strain value
lower than the activation threshold strain, the chains broken previously
would rebond immediately at a given ratio, leading to stress recovery.
Long et al. [58] also obtain the total stress response by summing up
the stresses of activated chains. They gave different assumptions that
all virgin chains activate at the beginning of loading, and debond
from the polymer network at a rate related to the concentration of
activated chains regardless of applied strain level, which causes stress
softening. The debonded chains are assumed to relax immediately to an
unstretched state, and then rebond to the network at a rate that depends
on the concentration of debonded chains. The rebonded chains will be
reactivated when loading continues. Therefore, debonding and rebond-
ing, or stress softening and stress recovery happen during the whole
course of loading and unloading. Wang and Chester [59] developed a
thermo-mechanically coupled constitutive model incorporating the idea
of a hard-to-soft phase transition. The deformation of soft domains is
considered as an amplification of the hard domain of an equivalent
mass, according to [60]. The hard domains convert to soft domains
during stress softening, while the reversed process happens during
thermal stress recovery. These two competing processes contribute to
the evolution of the volume fraction of soft domains. Chu et al. [61]
proposed a micromechanical model concerning the evolution of the
filled polymer networks to describe stress softening and its recovery.
They adopted a temperature-dependent network density coefficient of
the strain energy function according to [62], which also undergoes
competing evolution due to the dynamical damage and repair of the
polymer network. Lamont et al. [63] proposed a statistical model
based on their previous work [64], which evaluates the distributions
of chains in attached, detached, and ruptured states. Stress softening
and stress recovery are characterised by the evolutions of statisti-
cal concentrations of the effective chains due to chain detachment
and re-attachment. Note that many polymers exhibit time–temperature
equivalence in many mechanical properties, such as their storage and
loss modulus [65]. The roles of increasing the annealing temperature
and accelerating the recovery have not been considered in the view
of time–temperature equivalence. In addition, the relationship between
the annealing time and annealing temperature has not been quantified
and modelled yet.

Since stress softening and stress recovery influence the performance
of the material appliance, a comprehensive investigation of the me-
chanical behaviour and constitutive modelling of stress softening and
stress recovery is necessary. In this manuscript, to investigate the
time and temperature dependences of stress softening and stress re-
covery phenomena, annealing is applied to the specimens at various
temperatures with various periods between the two cycles of loading–
unloading experiments. The constitutive relationship, in conjunction
with the time and temperature dependences, is developed using Time–
Temperature Superposition (TTS) principle and calibrated according to
the experimental results. Section 2 presents the experimental details
and the schedule. Section 3 illustrates the experimental results, gives
an analysis of the time dependence and the temperature dependence of
stress recovery, and evaluates their equivalence. Section 4 introduces
a TTS model to capture the stress recovery behaviour. Finally, in
Section 5, we provide an overview of this work.

2. Experimental preliminaries

The platinum-catalysed EcoflexTM (Smooth-on, USA) is a group of
commercially available silicone rubbers with several available hard-
nesses (e.g., 00–50, 00–30, 00–20, 00–10) with different ratios of fillers.
They are two-component silicones, curing at ambient temperature with
negligible shrinkage and in a relatively short time, from several minutes
to several hours. According to [17], the Ecoflex silicone rubbers of
hardness Shore 00-30 are investigated in this contribution. Ecoflex 00-
30 has a filler ratio of about 30% and a gel fraction of 44% wt/wt. By
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Fig. 1. The shape and dimension of the uniaxial tension specimen. A 50 mm × 5 mm
× 1 mm (length × width × thickness) gauge section is adopted.

mixing the liquid premixes of part A and part B in a 1:1 volumetric
ratio, the reaction of polymer, crosslinker, and platinum catalyst is
enabled. After curing for over 24 h in a designed specimen mould, the
specimens are ready for experiments.

Rectangular specimens with a 50 mm × 5 mm × 1 mm (length ×
width × thickness) gauge section are utilised as specified in Fig. 1.
This geometry is the same as the uniaxial tension specimen used in
our previous work [41], under which the deformation is considered
uniform. Rectangular specimens are also used in the literature, see
[66–68]. The specimens are glued to aluminium shims to ensure a
tight grasp and avoid the deformation of the clamping parts. We use a
rectangular shape to minimise the error introduced by the fillet section
of a dumbbell specimen since we do not consider specimen failures.
It should be noted that the localisation effect, a typical characteristic
for filled polymers [69–71], is not included in our contribution. This
effect occurs when the material undergoes strain softening during load-
ing, especially for glassy polymer [72,73]. Nevertheless, the material
investigated in this contribution is a rubbery material, and the stress
increases monotonically during stretching. Therefore, the deformation
is generally uniform and no obvious localisation effect is observed,
similar to other soft polymers [67,74].

Cyclic loadings are exerted on the specimens by an Instron 5567
universal test machine with a ± 50 N force sensor. For the annealing
process, a temperature chamber is employed to regulate the annealing
temperature and annealing time.

Our previous work about the stress recovery of the Ecoflex poly-
mer [41] employed two-cycle loading–unloading tests and compared
the stress levels as well as the energy dissipation densities of stress soft-
ening between the two cycles. Following this approach, in the current
study, we further investigate the time and temperature influences on
the stress recovery by annealing the specimens between the two cycles
of loading–unloading at varying temperatures (i.e., 0 ◦C, 20 ◦C, 40 ◦C,
and 60 ◦C) and times (i.e., 0 h, 1 h, 24 h, and 168 h), as arranged
in Table 1. Specifically, a primary loading–unloading tension (named
‘‘pre-stretch’’) is applied to a virgin sample at room temperature. This is
followed by the annealing process in a separate temperature chamber
at a specified temperature for a specified time (see Table 1), where
stress recovery occurs. Afterwards, the sample is remounted to the test
machine and a secondary loading–unloading (named ‘‘re-stretch’’) ten-
sion is applied. Through this procedure, the influence of the annealing
process on the level of stress recovery is investigated.

Both pre-stretch and re-stretch are loaded under the uniaxial tension
mode at 20 ◦C and a fixed strain rate of 0.1 /s. In addition, each
specimen is stretched up to a common strain level of 400%. Note that in
our previous study [36], time dependence of the stress softening was
observed, where a lower strain rate leads to a longer softening time
and therefore a stronger stress decrease. In addition, stronger stress
softening was also observed in the condition of a larger maximum strain
level. Both the strain rate and the maximum strain level determine the
extent of the stress softening. In this manuscript, since our focus is on
the time and temperature dependence of the stress recovery instead of
the stress softening, a single pair of strain rate and maximum extension

corresponding to a certain softening level is chosen. The experiment
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the definition of energy density [41]. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

is repeated at least five times to ensure reproducibility. Error bars
are used to present the data fluctuation in the experimental results.
Our experiment data is recorded using nominal stresses (known as
the first Piola–Kirchhoff stresses) and nominal strains (known as the
engineering strains). Note that the nominal strain is measured as the
crosshead displacement divided by the initial length (50 mm) of the
specimen.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Definitions and notes

The experiments carried out in this contribution are mainly loading–
unloading cyclic tests. As the schematic Fig. 2 illustrates, the loading–
unloading path of a cycle forms a loop, and its area quantifies the
energy dissipation density, i.e.,

𝑤 = ∫𝑙
𝜎d𝜀, (1)

where 𝑙 is the loading–unloading path of a cycle, and 𝜎 and 𝜀 are the
nominal stress and nominal strain, respectively. Li et al. [48] reported
that the total energy dissipation of a filled rubber material is decom-
posed into two parts: a recovery hysteresis part and a softening part.
Our previous contribution [41] also discovered that the dissipation
during cyclic tensile deformation of Ecoflex consists of a viscoelastic
(i.e., recovery hysteresis) part and a softening part related to stress
softening and recovery.

As Fig. 2 shows, the red loading path and the black unloading path
comprise the pre-stretch (the first cycle) applied to a virgin specimen.
When a re-stretch (second cycle) is applied immediately after the pre-
stretch, the stress level of the loading path (the path in blue) drops,
while the unloading path almost overlaps with that of the pre-stretch.
Here, the second loading path divides the area of the pre-stretch cycle
into a red area and a blue area. The red area 𝑤𝑠0 disappears in the
immediately applied re-stretch, indicating that stress softening occurs
in the pre-stretch process, and this area is considered the initial soften-
ing dissipation density part. The remaining blue area 𝑤𝑣 is contributed
mainly by the viscoelasticity, which is the energy dissipation density
of the immediately applied re-stretch. Therefore, the initial softening
dissipation can be denoted by

𝑤𝑠0 = 𝜎d𝜀 − 𝜎d𝜀, (2)
∫𝑙0 ∫𝑙𝑖𝑚
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Table 1
The schedule of the annealing experiments on the Ecoflex silicone rubbers.

Deformation mode Strain rate Strain level Shore hardness Annealing time Annealing temperature

0 ◦C 20 ◦C 40 ◦C 60 ◦C

Uniaxial tension 0.1 /s 400% 00–30

0 h ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙
1 h ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙
24 h (1 day) ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙
168 h (1 week) ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙
v
o
i

where 𝑙0 is the loading–unloading path of the pre-stretch, and 𝑙𝑖𝑚 is the
oading–unloading path of the immediately applied re-stretch. As ex-
lained in our previous work [41], we suppose that at the immediately
pplied re-stretch, the dissipation is mainly caused by viscoelasticity as
inimum stress recovery takes place.

If stress-free annealing is applied to a pre-stretched specimen, stress
ecovery occurs. On the loading path of a re-stretch after annealing (the
ath in green), the stress level recovers towards the loading path of
he pre-stretch (the path in red), which indicates that stress softening
s recoverable. The blue path divides this re-stretch cycle into two
egions again. The green area 𝑤𝑠 is the partially reversed stress soft-
ning part, causing softening dissipation again during this re-stretch.
f an immediate cycle is applied to this re-stretched specimen again,
t disappears again, and only the blue area remains. This subsequent
oftening dissipation can be denoted by

𝑠 = ∫𝑙
𝜎d𝜀 − ∫𝑙𝑖𝑚

𝜎d𝜀, (3)

where 𝑙 is the loading–unloading path of the re-stretch after annealing
for a specified duration at a specified temperature. According to this
definition, for the immediately applied re-stretch, 𝑤𝑠 = 0.

Note that the total response can be interpreted by polymer physics.
The area below the unloading path, 𝑤𝑒, is the hyperelastic energy
that can be fully recovered after unloading. This part corresponds to
the entropic change of the backbone of the polymer network [75].
The viscoelasticity part, 𝑤𝑣, is thought to be created by the dangling
chains and the sol fraction of an off-stoichiometric imperfect polymer
network [1,48]. These chains slip and cause internal friction and energy
dissipation during deformation. In terms of the part that undergoes
stress softening and recovery, 𝑤𝑠, is thought to be contributed by filler-
matrix bonds (or other physical and chemical bonds) breakage and
reconnection, which has been mentioned previously in Section 1.

As mentioned above, during each cycle of the stretch (pre-stretch
or re-stretch), the dissipation density can be decoupled into two parts,
i.e., stress softening part (𝑤𝑠0 or 𝑤𝑠) and viscoelasticity (𝑤𝑣). These
two parts are quantitatively regionalised as Fig. 2 shows. Here, the
viscoelastic dissipation is characterised by the immediate re-stretch
cycle. Note that the stress does not fully soften in the pre-stretch
cycle [58,76]. Nevertheless, it is observed that stress decreases within
subsequent cycles are not significant compared to the pre-stretch cy-
cle [41,46]. Furthermore, stress also decreases due to the existence
of viscoelasticity, which means applying more cycles does not help
much with decoupling these two parts. For simplicity, only one-cycle
pre-stretch and one-cycle re-stretch is applied.

3.2. Stress recovery with various annealing times and temperatures

First, tests at a common annealing temperature of 60 ◦C are applied
to the pre-stretched specimens to demonstrate the stress recovery with
time. Both pre-stretch and re-stretch are at the same strain rate of 0.1
/s and the same strain level of 400%. In our previous findings [41],
at ambient temperature, the loading path of the re-stretch curve ap-
proaches that of the pre-stretch curve upon the increase in annealing
time, indicating that the decreased stress and the energy dissipation
due to the stress softening can recover with time. In this work, we have
similar findings at different annealing temperatures. Fig. 3 depicts the

stress recovery of the stress level in terms of the stress–strain curve at r

4

Fig. 3. Annealing at 60 ◦C with different annealing times. The dashed curve is the
representative pre-stretch and the solid curves are the re-stretches after annealing.

an annealing temperature of 60 ◦C. Note that the unloading paths are
almost overlapped, which is consistent to our previous studies [36,37,
41]. This means that the unloading is rate-independent, both before and
after the recovery. Since the unloading path are almost overlapped, for
a clear presentation, only the loading paths of the pre-stretch and the
re-stretch cycles are plotted. This means that the stress recovery process
is accumulated when the specimen is annealed for a longer duration,
which indicates the annealing time dependence of the stress recovery.

Tests with a common annealing time of 1 week are then applied
to the pre-stretched specimens to demonstrate the temperature influ-
ence of the stress recovery. The recovery speed varies to annealing
temperatures. Higher recovery extents can be seen in re-stretches at
higher annealing temperatures. Fig. 4 depicts the stress recovery of the
stress level in terms of the stress–strain curve at an annealing time of
1 week. Only the loading paths of the pre-stretch and the re-stretch
cycles are plotted for the same reason as Fig. 3. The results show that
the stress recovery process is promoted when the specimen is annealed
at an elevated temperature, which indicates the annealing temperature
dependence of the stress recovery.

The comparison of the stress–strain curves of the loading path
gives us an intuitive understanding of the time (as Fig. 3 shows) and
temperature (as Fig. 4 shows) dependences of the stress recovery be-
haviour. That means, at a larger annealing time and a higher annealing
temperature, the recovery effect is more distinct.

To identify the degree of stress recovery, the ratio of softening dissi-
pation density between the re-stretch cycle after annealing 𝑤𝑠 and the
pre-stretch cycle on the virgin specimen 𝑤𝑠0 , is calculated as 𝑤𝑠∕𝑤𝑠0 .
The temperature dependence of the recovery can be identified in Fig. 5.
At a higher temperature, the increase in dissipation of softening 𝑤𝑠 (the
left vertical axis) and therefore the degree of recovery 𝑤𝑠∕𝑤𝑠0 (the right
ertical axis) can be observed concerning each annealing time. More-
ver, the distance between different annealing times expands upon the
ncrease in annealing temperature, which indicates the acceleration of

ecovery.
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Fig. 4. Annealing for 1 week at different annealing temperatures. The dashed curve is
the representative pre-stretch and the solid curves are the re-stretches after annealing.

Fig. 5. Dissipation densities versus annealing temperatures. Different annealing times
are highlighted by shapes and colours of symbols.

Fig. 6. Dissipation densities versus annealing time. Different annealing temperatures
are highlighted by shapes and colours of symbols.
5

Fig. 7. Dissipation densities versus reduced annealing time using TTS principle.

Similarly, the time dependence of recovery can also be identified,
as is shown in Fig. 6. Note that Fig. 6 is plotted under the logarithmic
horizontal axis. The recovery accumulates with time, leading to an
increase in the dissipation of the softening part in the subsequent cycles.
Moreover, the rate of recovery is faster at higher annealing tempera-
tures, and therefore the data points expand, which also indicates the
acceleration of recovery.

3.3. Time–temperature equivalence of the stress recovery behaviour

As the description in Section 3.2 shows, the recovery behaviour
shares a similar dependence on time and temperature, which reminds
us of the classical TTS principle of the behaviour of polymeric materi-
als. According to polymer physics, the property of thermal motion of
molecular renders the same relaxation phenomena taking place either
for a longer time at a lower temperature or for a shorter time at
a higher temperature [77]. The viscoelasticity behaviour, including
creep, stress relaxation, and dynamic mechanical analysis, follows the
TTS principle [78]. Our experimental results suggest that stress recov-
ery also follows this principle. Based on the TTS principle, the variation
of temperature can be regarded as a shift of time in the logarithmic
horizontal axis. If we define the new horizontal axis as the reduced
annealing time 𝑡r after using the TTS principle, it can be expressed as

r = 𝑡∕𝑎𝑇 , (4)

or

log(𝑡r ) = log(𝑡) − log(𝑎𝑇 ), (5)

here the shift factor 𝑎𝑇 , which determines the amount of shift at
ifferent temperatures, can be obtained by the Williams–Landel–Ferry
WLF) equation [77,79]

og(𝑎𝑇 ) = −
C1

[

𝑇 − 𝑇ref
]

C2 + 𝑇 − 𝑇ref
, (6)

where 𝑇ref is the reference temperature, and C1, C2 are material param-
eters. We use 𝑇ref = 0◦C= 273.15 K in this contribution. By using the
method in line with [65,74], C1 = 24.9 K and C2 = 143.7 K are obtained.
Fig. 7 shows the data points after applying the TTS principle under the
reduced annealing time axis. All points basically fall into a single line,
which means the time and temperature have an equivalent effect on
the recovery behaviour.

Similar to the explanation in [46,80], we also suggest that the
external stress lowers the energy barriers for the breakage of filler-
rubber bonds. As a result, providing a greater possibility of bonds to
surpass the barriers, leading to bond breakage and stress softening at
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a certain rate. The breakage accumulates as time increases. Upon the
reduction or removal of the external stress, the energy barriers reverse
and the rate of bond rebuilding becomes dominant, following a certain
evolution pattern [52,53,58,63]. As a result, stress recovery takes place.
Similarly, the rebonding also accumulates as time evolves. The stress
softening and the stress recovery compete during the whole course of
loading and unloading [58]. As seen from the experimental results,
the extent of the stress recovery can be increased when annealing
the system to a higher temperature for a longer time. This is because
that the elevated temperature promotes the thermal molecular motion,
which increases the mobility of reaching the stable rebonding state,
while the annealing time allows sufficient possibility (or concentration)
of rebonding. This microscopic process corresponds to the accelera-
tion of the evolution rate of the stress recovery at the macroscopic
level at higher annealing temperatures and longer annealing time, as
can be seen in our experiment. The correlation between stress recov-
ery and thermal molecular motion legitimises the time–temperature
equivalence behaviour of the stress recovery phenomenon.

4. A constitutive model of stress recovery based on the TTS prin-
ciple

With the discovery of the time–temperature equivalence of the stress
recovery behaviour in Section 3.3, a simple but robust model of stress
recovery can be developed on the basis of the stress softening model
in our previous work [37]. To begin with, the partial derivative of
the coordination of the current configuration 𝒙 with respect to the
coordination of the original configuration 𝑿, i.e., the deformation
gradient 𝐅 = 𝜕𝒙

𝜕𝑿 is introduced. The left Cauchy–Green strain tensor,
defined as 𝐛 = 𝐅𝐅𝑇 , is used to characterise the large deformation of
materials. Note that many rubbery materials, including Ecoflex silicone
rubbers, are conventionally considered incompressible. In this case,
the third invariant of 𝐛 becomes unity, i.e., 𝐼3 = 1. The response of
olymeric materials can be characterised by a strain energy function
hat is dependent on the invariants of 𝐛. As 𝐼3 = 1, the strain energy
unction is only dependent on 𝐼1 and 𝐼2. To further simplify the model,
he first-invariant based energy function 𝛹 = �̃� (𝐼1) is considered. Two

widely-used classical energy functions, i.e., Neo-Hooke (NH) and Yeoh
(Y) models, are used here. The Neo-Hooke and Yeoh energy functions
are

𝛹NH =
𝜇
2
[

𝐼1 − 3
]

, (7)

Y = 𝑐1
[

𝐼1 − 3
]

+ 𝑐2
[

𝐼1 − 3
]2 + 𝑐3

[

𝐼1 − 3
]3 , (8)

here 𝜇, 𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3 are material parameters. When 𝛹 is only dependent
n 𝐼1, the Cauchy stress can be expressed as

= −𝑝𝐈 + 2 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐼1

𝐛, (9)

where 𝑝 is a scalar Lagrange multiplier, which will be determined by
appropriate boundary conditions [81,82]. Note that under the uniaxial
deformation mode, 𝐼1 = 2𝜆−1 + 𝜆2, where 𝜆 is the elongation in the
uniaxial direction. Applying Eq. (9), the Cauchy stress expressions of
the two models under uniaxial tension mode can be derived as

𝜎NH = 𝜇
[

𝜆2 − 𝜆−1
]

, (10)

𝜎Y =
[

2𝑐1 + 4𝑐2
[

𝐼1 − 3
]

+ 6𝑐3
[

𝐼1 − 3
]2
]

[

𝜆2 − 𝜆−1
]

. (11)

he first Piola stress tensor (nominal stress tensor) is related to the
auchy stress tensor by

= det 𝐅
[

𝐅−1𝝈
]

, (12)

nd under a uniaxial deformation for incompressible materials, this
elation is given by 𝑃 = 𝜆−1𝜎. Then we have

NH = 𝜇
[

𝜆 − 𝜆−2
]

, (13)

=
[

2𝑐 + 4𝑐
[

𝐼 − 3
]

+ 6𝑐
[

𝐼 − 3
]2
]

[

𝜆 − 𝜆−2
]

. (14)
Y 1 2 1 3 1 t

6

Fig. 8. Modelling results of the stress–strain curves of re-stretches after different
annealing times.

Here, we consider that the mechanical response is composed of a
equilibrium part and a overstress part, which are time-independent and
time-dependent, respectively. The stress softening only takes place in
the overstress part. A coefficient function 𝜂 is introduced to represent
the stress softening based on Ogden and Roxburgh’s work [28]. The
model under uniaxial tension state is written as:

𝑃 = 𝑃NH + 𝜂𝑃Y = 𝜇
[

𝜆 − 𝜆−2
]

+ 𝜂
[

2𝑐1 + 4𝑐2
[

𝐼1 − 3
]

+6𝑐3
[

𝐼1 − 3
]2
]

[

𝜆 − 𝜆−2
]

, (15a)

𝜂 = 1 − 1
𝑟
tanh

(𝛹Y(𝐼1,max) − 𝛹Y(𝐼1)
𝜇0𝑚

)

, (15b)

where 𝐼1,max is the historical maximum value of the first strain invari-
ant, 𝑟, 𝜇0 and 𝑚 are material parameters. The Neo-Hooke model serves
s an equilibrium part, while the Yeoh model represents the virgin state
f the overstress part in Eq. (15a). Note that the amplification factor for
he Shore variation [37] is normalised and is not presented here since
e investigate only one Shore hardness 00-30.
𝜂 ≤ 1 in Eq. (15b) is the internal variable that determines the stress

evel compared to the original state after the stress softening. When
1,max evolves, the stress softening effect is intensified at an 𝐼1 that
s smaller than 𝐼1,max. As we found in our experiments, the stress of
pecimens is gradually recovered during annealing, which means that
he stress softening is reversing. Therefore, one can consider that the
otal level of 𝜂 approaches 1 as recovery happens. To this end, we adjust
he parameter 𝑟 to a concise and effective expression:

= 𝑟0

[

1 + 𝛼
[

𝑡r
𝑡0

]𝑛]

, (16)

where 𝛼 and 𝑛 are two more dimensionless parameters that are to be
determined using experimental data. At the beginning of the annealing,
𝑡r = 0 and therefore 𝑟 = 𝑟0, meaning that stress softening just happens.
As time evolves, 𝜂 approaches zero when 𝑡r approaches infinity, which
epresents a tendency for complete recovery after an infinity annealing
ime. Note that the variable 𝑡r is the reduced annealing time, as we
pply the TTS principle Eqs. (4) and (6) here. In this case, when
emperature increases, 𝑡r also increases, showing an equivalent effect
f a time increase.

Fitting Eq. (15) using experimental results in Fig. 3 at different
nnealing times, the values of the parameters 𝛼 = 2.818 × 10−2 and
= 1.991×10−1 are obtained. The stress recovery is nicely predicted by

he simulation curves shown in Fig. 8. Then validation is also carried
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Fig. 9. Modelling validation of the stress–strain curves of re-stretches at different
annealing temperatures.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the experimental and modelling results of the dissipation
ensity.

ut by predicting the experiments in Fig. 4. The acceleration of stress
ecovery at higher annealing temperatures is also predicted, as shown
n Fig. 9.

Finally, the dissipation can also be simulated, as Fig. 10 shows.
he increasing trend at each temperature, the acceleration of stress
ecovery, and the deviation of the curves at different temperatures are
redicted. Our model can simulate the time–temperature equivalent of
tress recovery successfully.

. Conclusions

In this study, we investigate the stress recovery behaviour of the
coflex silicone rubber by annealing the specimens at different tem-
eratures with different annealing times after stress softening occurs
uring the pre-stretch cycle. We find that annealing the specimen after
oftening at a higher temperature can accelerate the stress recovery pro-
ess. The stress recovery shows the equivalence of the dependence on
nnealing time and annealing temperature, conforming to the classical
TS principle. A constitutive model in consideration with a time–
emperature-dependent stress recovery is developed based on the model
roposed earlier in [37] by adjusting the internal variable 𝜂 to be

ependent on the reduced annealing time. These findings are essential

7

for the prediction of the stress recovery behaviour of the Ecoflex
silicone rubber under different annealing conditions.
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